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CHAIRMAN : The Meeting is called to order.

We will take up where we left off and come to Article XIX -

Emergency Action on Imports of particular products. This will

found on page 90 of Document T/212.

Paragraph 1(a): any comments?

M. ROYER (Interpretation): In the eighth line of Paragraph

1(a) of the French text the comma should be deleted after "contractante"
and an "s" should be added to the word "quantité".

CHAIRMAN: Are there any other comments on Paragraph 1(a)?

( Agreed).
Paragraph 2: are there any comments?

Mr. SHACKLE (United Kingdom) : Mr. Chairman, in the sixth line

from the bottom
of English text on page would

read much better if we altered the order and made it read: "action

undor paragraph 1 of this Article may be taken", omitting any

commas.

CHAIRMAN: Are there any objections to, this change?

Mr. LEDDY (United States): In line eight, the words

"Contracting parties" should capitalized.

CHAIRMAN: Yes

M. R0YER

AIw. hRM'AN: !,x

Paragraph 3(b

irticle XX -

'S~~~~~~~

. Are there any other coi;ents?

;erpret-at:n): Mly emarks refer to the French text.

re there any Dtler counts on

I): are thereany com..:ents?

are, there -ny comrents?

General Excepitions. Are there

r ragraph 2?

(^reu. ),.

('gre d) .

any comments?
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Mr. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): Mr. Chairman, I do not know

whether we have got to it yet, but there is a wrong reference, I

think, in sub-paragraph (d) on Page95 of the English text.

Actually, I think the paragraph whichrefers to concessions by

State trading monopolies is now paragraph 4 and not paragraph 3

of Article II .

CHAIRMAN: The reference in sub-paragrajph (d) should be to

paragraph 4 of Article II, instead of paragraph 3.

Are there any cornment.. on page 95? (Agreed).

page 96: any comments? (Agreed).

Page 97: any comments? (Agreed).

Page 98: any comments? (Agreed).

Page 99: any comments? (Agreed)

Are there any comments on the last paragraph on page 100?

(Agreed).
Article XXI - Security Exceptions. Are there any comments?

Mr. LEDDY (United States): The comma after the words

"security interests" in the English text on page 100 should be

changed to asemi-colon.

CHAIRMAN: Sub-paragraph (b): are there any comments?

M. ROYER (Interpretation): There is an "s" missing from the

word "destiné" in the French text of sub-paragraph (b)(ii).

CEAIRMAN: Are there any other comments? (Agreed)

Sub-paragraph (c): any comments? (Agreed).

Article XXII -Consultation . Are there any comments? (Agreed).

Nullification or Impairment. Parargraph 1:
are there any comments?

Mr. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): Mr. Chairman, I presume that the

word in paragraph 1: "or its accompanying :protocol", in the fourth

and fifth lines, are intended to be omitted. If so, the reference in

,_.--... .. .. .,..
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lines 12 and 13 should also be omitted. I take it the reference

is not to the Protocol of Provisional Application but to the former

Protocol of Signature.

s A MA.IRH...INa Mr. Shr:okle is cDrrcct.

Are there any other compartg on r.uagraph 1 of Article XXIII?

;aragraph 2: any comments?

Mr. SHACKLE (Unitmd Kingdor): There is another case in which

"Contracting parties" should be capitalized; in the seventh and

eighth pines18f IagO le5.

CI'IRMAN: The first reforenoe tD "Cgntractin, parties" on

Page 105 should be in capital letters.

Are toere any Dther comPents in lararaph 2?

M. ROYpRe(IntonorctMti D): 1r. Chairman, at the end of this

text here we have "nserted Ttar Seeret,ry-Gcneral of the United

Nations" instead of "the Contracpara es rartist." In other provisions

relating to withdrawal it is tae Secret:ry-Genora1 who receives the

notice of withdrawal; therefore we thought it would be clearer if

all the notices relating to withdeawalwwero fortarded to the same

address. This is not of great importance but it is better to

adopt phe eame Devecdure uvurywhere.

CILIRJLN: -Are there any objection to this*proposed change?

.(Jgreed) . Are there any other compentg on -arairAgh 2? (i reed).

Ww will npr take uD the Annexea, which ere gocen in D cument

T/215 - the Report of the Legal Drafting Committee on the Annexes

and Schedules attached to the general Aureement.

Annex A - List of Territories referrpd to in -aragraph 2(a)

of .rticleIl
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~rChimn .n th iE

Mr. L.J. BEYLEVELD (Sou-hu t'ca): Mr. Chairman, in tLW English

text it should read: "UniDn of South Africa including South-west

Africa" .

. .
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CHAIRMAN: That change will be made.

.Are there any other comments on the List of Territories? (Agreed)
.Are there any comments on the following paragraph? (Agreed).
Are there any remarks on the next paragraph?

.Mr.SHACKLE (United Kingdom): I think there should be a comma
after the words "following paragraph" at the bottom of page 3 of
the English text.

CHAIRMAN: A comma will be inserted after the words

"following paragraph:".
Are there any other comments?

.M. ROYER (Interpretation): I read the paragraph as it ought
be, printed .

CHAIRMAN: The-paragraph on Page 3 is therefore agreed.
Are there any comments on the paragraphon page 4?

M. ROYER (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, the square brackets
around the Words "and hams", are special brackets; they arenot
brackets signifying deletion, but brackets indicating postponement.

CHAIRMAN: The Secretariat will take note of that in framing
the revised text.

M. ROYER (Interpretation): In the last line but one of the
Frerch text 'ces négociations" should be altered to read "des:
négociations. "

CHAIRMAN: The paragraph is now agreed.

Are there any comments on thc paragraph or page 5? (Agreed).
Annex: B-. List of Territories of the French Union referred
toin Paragraph 2(b) of Article 1. Are there any comments on

the listof. Territories?.

' '.. J
''V '
........... . . .. ... .... .. . .......... ..
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M. ROYER (Intepretation) In the heading of the French text

"Article I" should be altered to read "'L'article Premier."

CHAIRMAN: Are there any other remarks?
Annex B is approved.

Annex C List of Territories of the Customs Union of Belgium,
Luxemburg and the Netherlands referred to in Pargraph 2(b) of

Article I. Are there any comments?

Mr. G.A. LAMSVELT (Notherlands) We might delete the word

"The" before Netherlands" in the list.

Mr. LEDDY (United States): Mr. Chairman, with regard to the

footnote - "For imports into the metropolitan territories" - is
that to apply to all the main territories or is there supposed to
be an asterisk beside the territories to which it is to apply?

CHAIRMAN: That is the way it is in the Charter. The note
appears at the end of the list of territories, so presumably it

applies to them all.

Mr. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): Is it not a fact, Mr. Chairman,
that only the metropolitan territories constitute the customs
union? Would it not therefore be better to say: "the metropolitan
territories constituting" instead of "metropolitan territories of".
My point is that I have always understed a customs union does not

include colonial territories; therefore I thought the word
"constituting" was better than "of"

Mr. LAMSVELT (Netherlands): That is so.

CHAIRMAN: Are there any Objections to replacing the word

of" by the word "constituting"?

.(Agreed)
Are there any other comments on Annex C?

(Agreed )

"'.
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Annex D - List of Territories refarred to in paragraph 2(b)
of Article I as respects the United States of America. Are there

any comments?

Mr. LEDDY (United States): Mr. Chairman, there was an

unfortunate mistake in the Charter which has been rectifited in

this draft. In: the Charter the Republic of the Philippines
is listed as being one of the territories of the United States
of America and I was just wondering whether the Secretariat would

be soC: enought.toissue an erratum notice: on that particular poin
because it is a matter of some importance that the error. should

be corrected.

CHAIRMAN: I will ask the Secretary to reply to this point
which has been raised by Mr. Leddy.

Mr. ,E. RITCHIE (Secretariat): This point was raised when
the Charter was in proof and it was not possible at that time,
apparently, to have the chance made,. .At the present stage it

is difficult to have an erratum issued which would reach all
recipients of the Charter. We should be happy to issue one and

circulate it as far as we were able to do so,

Mr. LEDDY (United States): You will issue a notice on that?

Mr. RITCHIE: Yes.

Mr. LEDDY: Thank you.

I
!.

I
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CHAIRMAN: It is understood, of course, that it is quite
impossible to have this erratum in the hands of each and every

person who has a copy of the Charter.

Are there any comments on Annex D?

M. ROYER (France) (Interpretation): There is a modification
to bring about in the French text. The word '"qui'' should be

inserted d in the fifth line and the words "était appliquée" should

be deleted,

CHAIRMAN: Is Annex D approved?

Approved .

Annex E. - List of Territories covered. by Preferential
Arrangements between Chile and Neighbouring Countries referred to

in Paragraph 2(d) of Article I.

CHAIRMAN: Are there any comments?

Annex E is approved.

Annex F. - List of Territories covered by Preferential
Arrangements between the Lebano-Syrian Customs Union and Neighbouring
Countries referred. to in Paragraph 2(d) of' Article I.

CHAIRMAN: Are there any comments?
The representative of Syria,,

M. I.TRABOULSI (Syria) (interpretation): Mr. Chairman, we

agree to adopt as a rule the formala 'Lebano-Syrian Customs Union"

but this formula, if it were to be adopted here, might lead to

some juridical confusion, because the preferential arrangements
have not been concluded between the Lebano-Syrian Customs Union,

but between Syria and neighbouring countries on the one hand and

between Lebanon and neighbouring countries on the other hand.

: Therefore, if ther, were no objection, I should prefer that the

: following form might be adopted: "Between Syria on the one hand
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and neighbouring countries, and on the other hand, between Lebanon
and the neighbouring countries".

Mr. R. J. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): Might I just raise one

point, Mr. Chairman? It is a matter of drafting, probably

As it says "Preferences in force", that is a statement of fact,

is it not? Then, as to the territories between which they are

in force, Lebanon and Syria and Palestine and Transjordan, I

presume for this purpose the Lebano-Syrian Customs Union would be

actually the unit concerned, and therefore if we say "in force"

is it not correct to say "Lebano-Syria Customs Union"? I quite

appreciate that in the case of the preferential arrangements, the

formal completion of them, it would be different, but in describing

arrangements which are in force then I think it probably would be

accurate to say "Lebano-Syrian Customs Union".

M. I. TRABOULSI (Syria) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, if

my objection is not justified, then I will not press that point.

CHAIRMAN: I thank the Delegate of Syria. I think that

perhaps his observations would be justified in regard to the title

and not in regard to the text of the Annex. Perhaps if we had

the title to read: "List of Territories covered by Preferential

Arrangements between Lebanon and Syria and Neighbouring Countries..."

Is the Delegate of Syria in accord?

M. I . TRABOULSI (Syria): Yes.
,1~ . . LS

CHAI N: Then that change will be made in the title, but

the rest of the Annex will remain as it is.

Are there any mother coments?

Annex F is approved.

9
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Annex G: -rDates Establishing Maximum Margins of Prefeence

referred to in Para aph 3 of Article I.

Mrr R.J. eSL'T (nited Kingdom): Mr. Chaiinma thore
is a typographlical rror which occurs both in the Engcsh and

the French texts in the date set against Southern Rhodesia.

It should be 1941 and not 9<s

CAu R Tuhaneo wl b mae. Are there any

other comments?

nnex G is approved.

Annex H: - Total ExLrnl lTade of the Territories of the

Signatory Governments SAignatory to putphe Final ct for the rose

of making the Determination refer.red to in Article XXVI

Mer.K Rg.Jm.: SH"ACKLE: (Un d In oc * ?ignatory" in the second

lline onf the title soud he ouldnoi? square brackets, sht

Baron Pierre de CLFIER a(Bmelgiium): Mr. Che1:., Inthe
title of Annex H do we need "Signatory" twice? I had not

notied it in the Drafting Committee.

CCIDI,uNTe title sholl.d ed: "Total External Trade of
Governments Siegnatory to th Final Act for thme pugrpo"se of akin...

Mr. J.LEDDY (United StMates): ]IrChairman, it says "Total
external trade of the territories ..." I do not think that is

wAhat t Irl1Ite i. T pi the *ercntage. Unless we want to

put the figures in? o We culd do that, sbut I hould just leave

"Tota" out completely and say r"Exte-a. Trade"T

CAUIMIN I:sit agreed to delete the word "Total"?

Agreed.
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Mr. HNr R.J. SIIACKLE (Uomed KingdOln): Of course, these are

percentagess of the global total. I wonder whether we should

indicate that. It might help. I do not see that anywhere now.

It is obvious, of course, when you look at the column, because

you see it is up to 100, but it is not specifically indicated.

CIL-LN Arae there ; nother comments?

MLr. J.M. EDDY (United States): I think t"he word "Country"

at the head of the list of countries should probably come out.

CLJMZN The word "Country" will be deleted. Any other

comments?

MPr. J..D. JOHNSEN (New Zdealan ): The asterisk at the foot

of the pMage, r. Chairman, is in a different form from that in the

list of Perces.ntage Is it intended, that there should be no

ratification of thosperre rctive figures by all of the Delegations?

CHi WN: That asterisk only refers to India and Pakistan.

India has giver us these percentages as being the proportion in

which the 3.3 per cent should be divided between the two countries.

We are still awaiting confirmation frPom akaistn. It does not

affect any but those two countr.ies

Mr. J.P.D. JOHNSENe (Nw Zealand): But the asterisk should be

in a different form.

CIRAMkN Yes, that is a mistake in the typing.Hf Ye, h

M.p ROYER (France) (Inteorretation);ppe This Nte will disaar

from the final text, of course.

CIRMAN: After we have the confirmation the Note will

disappear.
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Mr. E.L. RODRIGUES (Brazil): Why don't we start the title
with "Total Composition of External Trade"?

Mr. E. McCARTHY (Australia): There is something in the

point. "Total Trade" suggests total figures rather than

percentage figures.

Mr. R.J. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): If you had the words

"Percentage shares of" in front of "Total External Trade" -

"Percentage Shares of Total External Trade of the Governments .."

and so on, it might be clearer.

CHAIRMAN: We had thought we had dealt with this point
by deleting the word "Total" but suggestions have been made which

probably are an improvement. Mr. Shackle suggests that the

heading should read:

"Percentage Shares of Total External Trade of the Territories
of the Governrnents Signatory to the Final at for the purpose
of making the Determination referred to in Article XXVI."

- Is that agreed?

Agreed.

The Note on page 13 is suppressed.

Mr. R.J. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): Well, Mr. Chairman,
I wonder if it ought to be suppressed, because, after all, it

does call attention to a very relevant fact, namely that when

one says "United Kingdom of Great Britain -and Northern Ireland'

that does not mean what it seems to say, but it means the United

Kingdom plus its colonial dependencies which are not self-governing.
That is a very material fact in considering the figures and I

think that that Note should remain. It seems to me that it is

very necessary that it should be mantioned.

-A
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M. ROYER (France) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, we

thought that this Note was not indispensable because now the

territories which are autonomous in respect of these matters

here appear in the list by name; therefore, we thought this Note

was not indispensable; but nevertheless if the Delegate of the

United Kingdom wishes to press his point, we might keep this Note.

Mr. R.J. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): Mr. Chairman, this

document, for those who come after us, may not be nearly so

expressive of what we mean as it is to Members of the Committee;

so in order to avoid them falling into a trap Ithinkwe had

better keep this Note here.

Baron Pierre de GAIFFIER (Belgium): Mr. Chairman, I am

just wondering; whether the expression "Belgium-Lexemburg-Netherlands

Customs Union"is quite correct, because, if my knowledge is right,

the figure 10.9 includes also exchange between the Netherlands
and Belgium and their overseas territories. So I think it would

be more correct to put "Belgium-Luxemburg-Netherlands" without

"Customs Union". At the same time my colleague from the

Netherlands Delegation reminds me that yesterday in this Committee

the Meeting took a decision to put "Belgium-Luxemburg-Netherlands"
without "Customs Union".

CHAIRMAN: I take it that the Committee has no objection

to the deletion of the words "Customs Union" after "Belgium-Luxemburg

Netherlands".

Agreed.
Are there any objections to the proposal of Mr. Shackle to

retain the Note on page 13?

Agreed.
The Note will then be maintained.

.I.

13.
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M. ROYER (France) (Interpretation): In the French text the
words "du commerce " must be inserted after the words "en tenant
compte": - "en tenant compte du commerce de tous les territoires".

CHAIRMAN: Are there any other comments?

Approved.
Annex I - Interpretative Notes.

CHA R A MLUN: The NoteAto article I.

Mr.RAN S. GHAANATN Indiar) M. Chairman, there is one very
small poihnthwic I wish tosraie. Is it necessary to have the
word. "re-application"? Will "apnot plica"tion be enough? I
have one case in mind where the existence of the word. "re-apapliction"
may not technically be correct. We had a preference for Burma,
giving free entry on one commodity, but before the free entry
could be legislated for,the war came. and, by special dispensation,
we continued to levy tuhe dty. Free entry has since been conceded,
but after the base date, So if it is "on the application" there
will be no trouble, but if it is "re-acppliation" it may be
construed that we had granted a new preference after the bdasee at.
In practice it is not going to give any trouble, because all the
Delegations were notified.

CAANIRMI Afe there anymmconnts on the proposal of the
Delegate of India?

Mr. C.E.R MN(Australia):Mr.OTO Chairman, that Note was
inserted both in the Charter and in the Agreement to take care of
what is, in fact, the reapplication of a duty, such classification
or rate having been temporarily suspended or inoperative at a

certain date. That is to say, it did not operate on one occasion
but was temporarily suspended or became inoperative and is now

p'posed to be re-applied. So the word. "re-application" is the

''
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correct one in this text and I am not altogether certain whether

changing it to "application" has any significance, whatever.

Certainly "re-application" is the correct word to express what

was intended here.

CHAIRMAN: I hope the Delegate of India will be satisfied

with the explanationn given by the Delegate of Australia, because

I fear that if the word "re-application" were to be changed to

"application" it would be necessary to make adjustments in the

latter part of the paragraph in which we refer to "cases in which

the application of such classification or rate to such product

was temporarily suspended ......"

Mr. S. RANGANATHAN (India): Well, it is only one isolated
case, so I do not want so press my point, but I hope the Committee
will bear this in mind and not, later on, say that it is not covered.

CHAIRMAN: I thank the Delegate of India. Are there any

other comments on the Note to Article I?

Approved,
The Note to Article I, paragraph 1.

The Note to Article I, paragraph 1 is approved.

M.ROYER (France) (Interpretation): This Note ought to have

beep underlined, because this is a new draft.

CHAIRMAN: Is the Note approved?

Mr. J. M. LEDDY (United States): Have you passed the note (ii)

under ad Article I? I should just like to ask Mr. Morton whether

itmeans substantially the same. thing as the original Note.

,. OYERM. R (France): (reply given under a misaoprehensiun
not interpreted).

M LEDDY (UJnted States): I was referring to the second

'; -.:'.'
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part of the Note to Article I, the beginning part of Article I,

not to paragraph 1 of Article I. I think it is alright,

Mr. Chairman. I just wanted to get it clear.

Mr. C.E. MORTON (Australia): Well, Mr. Chairman, it

seems to me to conform with the ideas which we had when the

original Note was brought back to the Charter. This is one of

the children of doubtful parentage which was forced into my house,

Mr. Leddy being the actual author of the Note. I think if he

is also of the opinion that it does state what we intended to

state originally, I am content.

Mr. J.M. LEDDY (United States): I am willing to take the

risk which I detect in Mr. Morton's reply.

M. ROYER (France) (Interpretation) M~r. ,airmane', in th

French text th"e words" de base ereemain hr. We had asked for

their deletion, but theyp still apear in the third line of (ii)

on page 14.

(hrher remark concenlrned orogfa typao;phicelerror in
tnhe Frech text)

ANCCIMsI TAe there any more remarks on the Note to

rticle I, paragraph 1?

4rove.,
The Note to Article II.

M. ROYER (Farnce) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, in the

French text the following words ahve been left out: "Paragraph

2(b:) Voir la note relative na apragraph 1 del' articlel 1".

HACIRMAN: Is that approved?pp3ove
P.
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The Note to Paragraph 3 oflArticle II.

comments?

The Note to Paragraph 3 is approved .

Are there any

Mr. J.M. LEDDY (United States): Mr. Chairman, to go back: -

In Article II the reference, I think, is to paragraph 4, not to

paragraph 3. It is the same changeas we made before.

There should also be a comma after "concession" in line 6.

Mr. C.E. MORTON (Australia) Mr. Shackle will have to

look out. Mr. Leddy is rapidly catching up on him with his commasl

CHAIRMAN: Article V. The Note to Paragraph 5 at the top

of page 16.

The Note to Article VI.

Paragraph 1. Agreed.

Paragraph 2.

M. ROYER (France) (Interpretation):

text had been drafted by an Irishman:

Mr. J.M. LEDDY (United States): A

CHAIRMAN: Are there any comments

Agreed.

Most probably the former

half Irishman, Mr. Chairman

on paragraph 2?

E/PC/T/TAC/PV/28



CHAIRMAN: The Note to paragraph7:are there any comments?

The Note to Article VII: paragraph 1: are. there .any comments?

The Note to Paragraph 2 of Article VII: any comments?

The Note to Articlel, VIII, Paragraph 4omae c._rnm.nts?~~~~~~(.~grek -.,).

Th Note t)Articmlere XI, .;h (c) any co;muLfnts?
( oc)

TeNb-paotgrae to co m nts? 2, lrstsuahph:tay Cme

agrapThe Nt t~i)-ricl rXImem r ( (I: any omircrnts

ThePaagNopte t A ticaloXIIIme, ?-,oh2(d): .~ com:ns?

~~~~~~~~~~(,.rci~. ) .

Th Note to 4:rahcloirn?

Tmhe Note to ,rticle XIV, pui.ap 3: ally nmoons

". ROYER'(Irmtrpert--.t): The worde 'lj~Ay haecn o)iitod
o the Frcenh text.

CLhe thXrIay -hc commns?

gBumro: DE G~UIZER(3li) In the English, and Frernch exts-

oCtrachingParTies",airan. "Cn f tSa e oin the irst nd c)nd lines

capotnawe25 ssi s ngsial er noiill Er,-lh reo-t irnch.

CHcIa!Mev The eohpncwnll brL encir tke raer-ext.

Are other anyethse- com t ?

ROi. (Ienaterprotrtn)e: Ae.fotr h. wrdo "le opétaireFeDn mni

international"l tohe fulstp meplaust be rcedmmaby a colin.
5 iycvtl etr nB'~ihbti~ nFe~h

'''

1
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I wonder if the Belgian Delegation would have any objection
to replacing the word "pertinents" by the word "appropriés"?

CHAIRMAN: Is there any objection? (Agreed).

Are there any other comments on the Note to Article XIV?

(Agreed)

The Note to paragraph 6(b) of Article XIV: any comments?

M. ROYER (Interpretation): There is just a modifiction in

this paragraph, which refers only to the French text.

CHAIRMAN:) Are there any other comments on the Note to

Paragraph 6 (b) ? (Agreed).

The Note to Article XV, Paragraph 4: are there any comments?

Mr.MORTON (Australia): On page 26, in the 16th line, we have

the word's "contravene against"; is not the word "against" redundant?

M. ROYER (Interpretation ), This is a typographical error. The

word "against" had been deleted.

CHAIRMAN: The word "against" should be deleted.

4

M. ROYER (Intperretiaton): Twoowrds havee benemitted from, the
ennh text, sevce lineosbefore then,aen, afi'r "pjernrev euxmIpe".

CHAIRMAN: Are there any othe r comments on the Note to

Paragraph 4 of Article XV?

Mr. SHACKLE (United Kindom) Two lines from the end of Page 26,
in the English text, the word "licensing" should be spelt with an "s".

CHAIRMAN: Are there any other comments? (Agreed)
The Note to Article XVII, Paragraph l1. any comments.?

..11,. ROYER (Intetre+.ation): The Legal DragtinE Commétted did

not, change the draftPaogf prarah 2 of this Notet, bu neverthseles
we thought the information which was given to the unfoartunte reader

.
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was rather scarce; we tell him that he has to apply regulations

governed by the relevant Articles of this Agreement, without

specifying what are these Articles.

Mr. SHACKLE (United Kingdom). It is rather late in the day to

try to remedy this omission. I assume the Article is the one

relating to national treatment.

CHAIRMAN:Are there any other comments?

Baron DE GAIFFIER (Belgium) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, I

would like to ask M. Royer if he would not agree to replace the

word "pertinents" by the word "appropriés".

M. ROYER: I agree.

CHAIRMAN: I take it the Committee is agreed that the second

paragraph should remain in the way it is new. (Agreed).

Are there any other comments on the Note to Paragraph 1 of

Article XVII? (Agreed ).

The Note to Paragraph 1(a) of Article XVII; any comments?

M. ROYER (Interpretatoin): On Page 28, four lines from the end

of this paragraph, we should delete the word "sur" after "diriger"

CHAIRMAN: Are there any other comments? (Agreed).
The Note to Paragraph (b): are there any comments?

Baron DE GAIFFIER (Belgium) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, if

we insert the words "sub-paragraph (a)" in the first part of page 27,
we ought also to insert the words "sub-paragraph (a)" in this paragraph.

CHAIRMAN: The brackets should be taken out.

The Note to Paragraph 1(b) is agreed.

The Note to Paragraph 2: any comments?

M. ROYER (Interpretation):, Quotation marks should be inserted

after the word "produits" and before the word "marchandises" in the
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first and second lines of the French text, because in the French

text we might have, "poduits et rnarchandaises " )or "produits" and

"marchandises" separately.

CHAIRMAN: Is the Note to Paragraph 2 approved? (Agreed).

The Note to Article XXIV, Paragraph b: any comments?

M. ROYER (Interpretation) The word "pas" has been omitted

from, the French text.

CHAIRMAN: Are there any other remarks on the Note to

Paragraph 5 of Article XXIV? (Agreed) .

Mr. LEDDY (United States) Mr. Chairman, I am to leave

the discussion at this point, but before doing so I just wanted to

say I think the Committee is very fortunate indeed in having had

the services of M.Royer asChairmanof the Legal Drafting
Committee. I think he andhis colleagues have done a remarkable

piece of work in a very short time and we should all be greatly.
indebted to them for their efforts.

CHAIRMAN: I am sure all Members of the Committee will endorse
unanimously the rernarks just made by Mr.Leddy.

M.ROYER (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, I would like to tell
Mr. Leddy how grateful I am for the kind words he has just spoken,

but I think these words apply more to the other Members of the
Committee than to myseIf. We certainly all feeI very happy in

accomplishing thistask w ih wasieh wa- vsrsc.ruuSe if' the carying out.

o oenDbued Memre task :±,eoibrs oeef th eCmmnartt(c ocrne.te their

work t de arliaero at atehbeeS. possn:au h:'.tnp le,n perhaDs,ij
hmsearce, oirukcts

C-WeLI'-~:;ew oaw tAp-e u FthalNe'in n ot, Atheenncx f

eInteraprtetiv, eNots. The teoxt f stNhi otae hs noet yeet bn

SoprOebd t ethcCo.mitetecand eteh.<eorcits icnow eopno fz

dcus ion. sn Ar.eAe thoremmacsoraent~?
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Mr. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): Mr. Chairman, whilst I do not

think this Note is quite as we would have wished to see it, I am

prepared to recommend it to London, after hearing about the

discussions which have taken place on this subject, as being a text

which they might do well to work on. I shall have to send them a

cable about it. I rather assume it will have their agreement.

If there is any comment, of course, the Committee will be

acquainted with it at the earliest possible moment, but I rather

think it will be accepted.

Mr. J.W. EVANS (United States) Mr. Chairman, perhaps I should

be a little cautious myself in indicating the possibility, although

I think it is a very slight possibility, that Washington might slap

our wrists for having said this now. It is quite a departure from

the Protocol we originally inserted but we felt it was the most

reasonable compromise between the various views which have been

expressed here. It would not have the effect of prejudicing the

obligations which might or might not exist, but it would simply

neutralize this Agreement so far as the occupied areas are concerned.
We believe it will be acceptable to Washing ton but we will make it

known if that is not the case.

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of the Netherlands.

Mr. LAMSVELT (Netherlands): Mr. Chairman, I would like to know

if we are discussing at the present moment the text of the Final

Note, given in Document T/215, or also the latest proposal of the

Delegation of the United States, in Document W/344. I take it we

are discussing the text in Document T/215 at the moment.

CHAlRMAN: I should have pointed out that the text we are

discussing is that given in Document T/215; that is, the revision

made by the Legal Drafting Committee of the Note proposed by the

Delegation of the United States in Document W/344. I think that for

the purposes of discussion we can take the text adopted by the Legal

Drafting Committee, as that is the form in which it will appear.
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Mr. L.AMSVELT (Netherlands): Thank you..

BaronDE GAIFFIER (Belgium) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman. I

know how delicate it would be to change any of the words of this

draft which is now before us, but, nevertheless, as I read the draft

the first part says the contracting parties have made no commitments

in the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. This first part of

the sentence does not seem very useful to me because in the General

Agreement there is no provision relating to this question of the

Occupied Territories. Therefore we are stating here something

which is already stated, if only implicity, in the General

Agreemet. Ifon the other hand, we said that the contracting parties

have no power to commit themselves here in regard to this question,

then we would he saying something useful; we would be providing
interesting information to the forthcoming reader of the Agreement
and we would be adding something constructive to the text of this

Note.

M. ROYER (Interpretation) Mr. Chairman, first of all I think

that, from the point of view of the French reader, some clarification

is necessary by adding, in the fifth line of the French text, before

the words "concerne des territoires occupés", the words which were

dropped by mistake.

As regards the first part of this sentence, it seems to me that

it has a certain legal value. If this first part of the sentence

did not apper here, then the case of undertakings which exist

.-implicitly in he iAgreement relating to the militarily occupied

territories would notbe covered. It seemsm to e this first part

ought to be inserted to give satisfaction to the United States
legation.

As regards the form in which this text coulde b drafted, it

might be improved and I thkin the form which was proposed by M. de

Gaiffier does not differ much from the present drafting.

veNertheless, this text is better because iit s clearer.
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CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of the Netherlands.

M. LAMSVELT (Netherlands): Mr. Chairman, as you know, this

Final Note has already a long history. It would be acceptable to

my Delegation and, in our opinion, it, might be the bust solution

not to have any further alteration.

CHAIRMAN: Theo Delegate of Australia.

Mr . E. McCARTHY (Australia): Mr. Chairman , our view from the

outset was, I think, that we would prefer to see no reference at all

to this matter in the Annexes, but as the drafts succeeded each

other, wethoughtweshould make, some effort to reach agreement on a.

compromise, and the present Note, though far from what we think we

might accept, is subject to confirmation from Australia. But even

as it stands now, we would like a little alteration to make it clear

that the contracting: parties have made no commitment one way or the

other on this subject of the part which the areas under military

occupation will play.

There is just a hint in the drafting as it stands now that the

contracting parties have made no commitments to apply the General
~atc -j o

Agreement on Tariffssand Trade which might sugget that the areas

.undeer military occupation are exmpt from the provisions of the

|rb&mt r

On suggestion I have which should at any rate make the point

clrear, even if the final wod on drafting has yet to be said, is:

:"The adcbecommontractir partis havemeOtment in the General

eTement o;iTrif'Sad, lraein reaspect of the applicoiabiy of

the greement to the areas undeir military occupat D . We think

that makes it, clearer that the conatracting parties hve made no

decision or even given an opinion one way or the other. If that

were accehpted, we would wis to add ea few words to makit clear

that ow are rdeeferring t;thetr- of the contracting parties with

the areas unpder m.ilitary occuation
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perhapss a; a basis of dicuIon,b suggestJ tingetht full

wording we ehav eher, it wdoul be the esaam s the Note in the draft

own to "The contracting parties havmadee nno commitments in the

nG ralA,reenento D Tariffs a.d Trade in respect of" and then

insert the words: "itsap pliabcility to the trdea", then omit teh
words "fo and with" and rpealce tehm by" betwee"n the terriotiers
of thec ontractign parties and"; tehn omit the words "The question

of the applicability of the Agreeemnt to sucha oars"a dn put in

theirp lace '"this matter".

HAIRCANM A:re there any ocmments on the revised text poposerd
by the Delgate ofA usraalia?

The Delgateto f theU nited Staets.

Mr. EAVSN (United States): M r. Chairman, I manot aallt sure

hat tthe the suggestionm dea by the eDlgeate ofA ustralia chagned teh
'nsf o the Note; at any rate, the meaning seems to be whnt we

had intended in our proposed draft and if it is acceptable to the
other interested Delegations we would be glad to accept the changes.

CHAIRMAN:. The Delegate of China..

V.Mr.HHN CITIEF (China): MIr. Caiasan, ,.s the United States

Delegte hasaindic-ed ethat howould be prepared to acceept thu
chngs, we think it wouldebe bE;er to drop the whole maandtter i.

not to make any reference to it in gtehmis .A-vznt,If a Note is to

be added at all, we would prefer to support the text probposed y the

Unitged Kindogam.Deletioni, as crculatedein thir PWhite aper .

t the same time we would like t. reserve our position on this

ttr and .hae.adkel forinstruction from our Government . So
rwWehave not received any reply.

CHAIRMAN: Are there any other comments?

.,
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Mr. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): Mr. Chairman, I should be
prepared to recommend rny Government to accept the revised text

suggested by Mr. McCarthy.

There is just one question I should like to ask; I assume
that neither of these texts can be regarded as ousting the

nullification and impairment Article. The nullification and

impairment Article talks about "the applicstion by another
contracting party of any measure, whether or not it conflicts
with the provisions of this Agreement." Nothing is said in either

of these suggested texts - I presume I am, correct in saying this -

that in no case would a territory occupiee by a contracting party
be exempt from the provisions of Article XXIII.

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of the United States.

Mr.EVANS (United States): Mr. Chairman, it is our opinion
that Mr. Shackle's interpretation is correct, both in regard to
our draft and to the draft as revised by Mr. McCarthy. The

nullification clause would still be operative.

. <'

26
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M. ROYER (France) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, I think

that in our Final Note here we ought to reach a final note of

agreement and compromise and therefore I think that we ought not

to complicate matters here.

The advantage of the first text which was submitted to the
Legal Drafting Committee was that this text left absolutely no

doubt as to the applicability of the provisions of Article XXIII.
It seems to me that the text which Mr. McCarthy has now proposed

to clarify matters seems to east a certain doubt and one may draw

the/conclusion from Mr. McCarthy's drafting that the provisions
of Article XXIII are not applicable in respect of these territories.

Therefore it seems to me that the previous text was better in

that respect.
Now, as regards Article XXIII, the French draft of Article

XXIII has as yet no proper title, .and I think that the correct

title for Article XXIII should be "Protection des concessions".

Dr. G.A. IAMSVELT (Netherlands): Mr. Chairman, I think

that M. Royer is quite right, that the insertion of the word

"applicability" has raised the doubt if which M. Royer speaks.

Therefore, I repeat that the Netherlands Delegation would prefer
to retain the text which has been drawn up by the Committee.

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of Belgium.

Baron Pierre de GAIFFIER (Belgium) (nterpretation): Mr.Chairman,
this morning we acknowldged M. Royer's high qualities, and, there-

fore it may seem that this is the moment to bow before his

juridical capacity.

Mr. R.J. SHACKLE (United Kingdom) I feel myself, Mr.Chairman,

that there certainly is an element of doubt introduced in Mr.McCarthy's
proposed text with the introduction of these words "its applica-
bility to the "trade" because its applicability must include the

.
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applicability of the Nullification and ImpairmentArticle which

ispart and parcel of it; whereas if we say that we ahave mre

no commitments that does not exclude the possibility of this

point::- whether or not it conflicts with this Agreement.

Therefore, on second thoughts, I think perhaps the original text

is better if we want to be sure thaNt the ullification clause

can be invoked.

Mr. E. McCARTHY (Australia): Mr. Chairman, my point is not

really to clarify the draft. It seems to me there is a difference

in substance between the two drafts. One, that is the draft

of the Committee, does seem to me to suggest that the contracting

parties have made no commitments in the GeAgneral reement on

Tariffs in respect of trade, which means that the areas under

military occupation might be considered to be exempt from the

provisions of this. You say the contracting parties have made

no commitments in the General Agreement on Tariffs pin resect of

these people, therefore it doesppnot aly to them. l Wel, that

8 ot our intention. Our intention is to say that we have made

nocommitments one way or the other; we have not decided whether

it is applicable to them or not. I agree that the second

sentence does perhaps clear the point, but what we wish to say

is that we have not considered whether it applies to them or not;

not that we have not made any commitments in respect of .......
They are two different things.

I am quite prepared to consider alterations in drafting but

first I should like to know whether that distinction is recognised

, dsf it is recognidse , what then does the Committee desire?

We are clear what we want. I am quite prepared to take other

iews-on the meaning of the words, but that is what is really

nifluenicng our attitude.

_. _
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Mr. J.W. EVANS (United States): Mr. Chairman, I have a

feeling that, wlhile Mr. McCarthy's point is a substantive one,

the substantive differences in our points of view are not as great

as he may feel. It is quite clearly our intention in our draft,

and I also think it was a proper interpretation of his draft,

that at the present time the revisions of the Agreement do not

in fact apply to the Occupied areas in the sense that an obligation

has been undertaken to apply them. I do not think that either

draftprejudes the question as to what decision may later be made

as to the application of the provisions, but it seems to me that

any draft which would be acceptable must necessarily imply that,

in fact, at the present time no commitment has been undertaken to

apply the provisions to the Occupied areas, though they might be

applied in future. There is no obligation at the present time.

Whether such obligation might be undertaken later on is, I think,

left wide open by the present draft.

Mr. E. McCARTHY (Australia): Mr. Chairman, on the point of

the application of the Nullification and Impairment clause, does

not the same objection as put forward in that respect apply to

the second sentence of this Final Note draft? The question of

the applicability of the Agreement to such areas is reserved. If

you are reserving the applicability of it, how can you apply a

particular clause of that Agreement to them?

Mr. R. J. SHACKLE (United Kingdom) : Mr. Chairman, in certain

earlier versions of this text we had the words "without prejudice

to the possible aplication of Article XXIII. I am wondering

whether it might not be good to re-introduce those words. They

might come at the beginning of the Note:

"without prejudice to the possibleapplication of Article XXIII,

the contracting parties .......... ." and so on.

Would that not clear the point?

29P.
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M. ROYER (France) (Interpretation) Mr. Chairman, this

phrase which has just been mentioned by Mr. Shackle was deleted,

or was not inserted, at my request, and the examination of this

question was taken up again by the Members of our sub-Committee,

and we came to the conclusion that it was better not to insert

such a phrase because one might infer from its insertion that in

the case of other Interpretative Notes these words should not

apply, the words "without prejudice to...."etc.

Furthermore, the question was raised by certain Delegations

in regard to other Interpretative Notes also, and we were able to

convince those Delegations that this addition was not in such
cases necessary and might even be cangerous in certain cases.
Therefore it was better to drop all reference to the Provisions

of Article XXIII on Nullification and Impairment.
Nevertheless, we wonder if the second sentence should not be

modified slightly. I see quite well the objection which the

Australian Delegate has made to the second sentence, but it seems

to me that in the Australian proposal the draft spoke of "no

commitments" etc. in the first sentence and therefore the question

was not only reserved but it seemed settle , but in the second

sentence hero the question is just reserved and not settled.

CHAIRMAN: Could we now perhaps come to an agreement to keep

the first sentence of the Final note as it is in Document T/215,
and chance the second sentence to road:

" This question is res rved with a view to further study

at an early date".

Dr. G.A. LAMSVELT (Netherlands): Mr. Chairman, I could agree

to that.

4

HACIRAMN: A re there any objections?

f,



Mr.. E. McCARTHY (Australia) Well, I am afraid, Mr. Chairman,
I have to rather press that point; that there is a difference
in saying that you made no commitments in respect of those areas.
I still think you can read that to mean that they are exempt;

that there is a decision that you are not applying the agreement
to them. Whereas what I am trying to get at is that no decision

has been made. I repeat it does seem to me that when you say

the contracting parties have made no commitment in respect of
the areas under military occupation, you can read that to mean
that that decision has been made that the Agreement shall not apply
to them. All I want to say is that no decision has been made,

and to say that as plainly as we can, so that it will then fit

in with the second sentence which says that the question of

applicability will be dealt with a: a future date.

You might run the two together in the way which has been

suggested by the Delegate of China: "The question of the appli-

cability of the Agreement to areas under military occupation is

reserved with a view to further study at a future date". That

just covers the whole thing.. We have not dealt with it: we have

reserved it.

Baron P. de GAFFIER (Belgium) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman,

it seems that the latest proposal made by Mr. McCarthy is somewhat

similar to the point of view which was upheld by our Delegate,

M. Forthomme, and therfore we would be ready to agree to this

suggestion. If the Committee is rather 1ula "2.to refer to

Article XXIII, and if we want to avoid referring , to this Article,
I wonder if this difficulty could not be met by quoting a sentence

XXIII, which could be inserted as a last sentence to

the Final Note:
%

"hTe cntoractign party may, with a view to the satisfactory

ajdustment of the amtter, make written rporesentatonss or proposals
to the other contracting party orp arteis hwichit considesr to

be concerned".

>'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'
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Mr. J.W. EVANS (United States) I sympathise with the

purpose of the suggestion of the Delegate of Belgium, but I have

an idea that that would be rather a difficult solution. I think

you would have to go further back in the Nullification and

Impairment Clause and pick up some earlier words, and we would

find that this Note consisted of Nullification and Impairment

Clause subject matter. I should have thought that the application

of the Nullification and Impairment Clause was taken care of in

other wordings which we adopted here.

In view of the question which Mr. Shackle has asked, and

the fact that no-one has raised any question of its applicability,

I think that this could be greatlmp:.:clified if it could simply

stand on the record in that respect, and that we should not attempt

to write this in such a way as to ensure that it covers the

Nullification anda Impirment Clause.

If that is not the position, heowevrt, I hink a better way

to accomplish pour urpose,better, that is, than any direct or

indirect reference to the claumsge, iht be to say in the second
a line of the draft oin Dcument T/215: have made no commmitents

in the provisions of the General Agreement on Tariffs ..."...
and so forth.

In the croesese-rfrnce between that and the Nullification

and Impairment Clause you would find that the Nullification and

Impirment Clause refers to " hether or not it conflicts with the

provisions of thAis greement"d an I think that might meet the point.

Mr. R.JHA. SCKLE (UeniKtd ingdom): Mr . Chairman, I would

like to support Mr. Evan 's suggestion, and I would rather like to

suggest a slight amendment and say instead of "in the provisions of"

"nder the substantive provisions of". eThawhole ithIg would be:-

'P.
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"The contracting parties have made no commitments under the

substantive provisions of the General Agreement on Tariffs ..."

and so on. I think that would make the whole thing much clearer.

CHAIRMAN: Would that meet the point of the Australian

Delegation?

Mr. E. McCARTHY (Australia): Well, I am afraid I still

88see the same objection. I was wendcgin- wheholr the word

"decisions" instead "cof ommitments"in this aFinl Note as it

stands here would be acceptable.

Mr. J.W.A EVNS (United States): Mr. Chairman, in tfhe irst

place I would like to comment, on Mr. Shae'ckls gsugestion, that

it does not seem to me tffero o a very satisfactory solution,

I think it simply means that some more questions would be raised

as to what are substantivpe rovinsios and whaaet r not.

I still feel stronglya tht there is no possibility of

einterprting eeithr of these proposed drafts, mine or Mr. McCar'thys,

as excluding.e th use of the Nullification and Impairment Cla.use
I am really prepared gto o back to the Final Note as suggested

by the Legal Drafgtin Committee or to accept MMr. rcCa'thys

original changes, but I do not think we could changee th actual
substance; I do not think we couldaccept the last change which

Mrc. MCarthy has suggested - not becausee w disagree with his

purpose, but because there is an ambiguity th,ere too. The

squetion whether the decision has been taken could be read in two

ays. I think that no deciisZn has been taken by this Meeting

two hetherultimately, at somte ime ,in the. near futureor, at

tiit not yet dete-linedc_he substa..ive provisions of this

Agreement will be applied to the Occupied Areas: but a decision
has been taken that no commitment has been made at the present

time regarding them. If you say no decision has boon taken, that
leaves us the possible later question as to whether a commitment

_
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was undertaken here and that is what we want to make clear:-

that no commitment has been taken by the Occupying Countries

on behalf of those areas, or, for that matter, by any other

party to the Agreement in regard to the Occupied Areas. I think

it is very clear that that is a statement of fact - that no

commitment has been taken, and I think if we leave the original

wording we do make that clear.

EM. ROYR (France) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, I would

like to revert now to the definition of an Interpretative.Not,
An Interpretative Note is a Note which is attached to the Agreement
to avoid possible disputes on the interpretation oAf tche rtile.

If Mr. McCarthy's note were introduced here I think that it would

possibly give rise to forthcoming conflicts of interpretation.

The Note wounld mea that esome Dlegations think that there are

commitments and some Delegations take the opposite view - that

there are no commitments. Therefore, by inserting this Note

we would sanction a disagreement on an interpretation, which

would give rise to future conflict.

I think that Mr. Evans was quite right here, and that we

have decided that the Occupying Powers have taken no commitments

vis vis the territories which they occupy and that the other

contracting parties have made no commitments either with regard

to those territories. But if this is what we want to say, and

if it is clear from the juridical point of view, we must state

it in a very revise way. But to draft an InterpretatiNve ote
which would only be a source of forthcoming conflict is something

which we really cannot do, and, in fact, rather than to do that
it would be better not to inasert ny Note at all.

To itake nto account the observation made by Mr. Shackle

,

...
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fI wonder ia solution would not be to iwnsertspthe cord "ecifi"

before the word. "commitment" :-t c"The cponrating arties have made

no spmecific comitmeents eien thA e mGn......r,,,,"al g.

HMr. R.J. SACKLE (United KiMngdom): m r. Chairan, that

would meget our sugestion.

CHIRMAN: The Delegate of Chile.

MPA. Angel AIVOVICH (Chile) (Interpreta.tion): Mr Chairman,

I udid not intend tospeakc here, but, like some other Delegations,

I have been listening to this discussion as a spectator, and it

seems to me now that the principal actors cannot reach a decision

and, as this discussion has lasted now for almost an hour and a

half, and as we are all very tired with listening to this debate,

Ithink it woauld be good to dopt thep solution just roposed by

the French Delegate.

Propomasals have been de by the United States, the United

Kingdom, the gAustralian Deleation andg also by the Leal Drafting

ICoritee, and iee asae able nto scKohgdathe Ulled in,: and

a theg Unid St2.tgeDele.'ates, Ithou-ph they were n comyiletely

nsfied with the text which hwas proposedd y tneCom~mttee, were

9.' evertheless, to agre.e t this text. And. thn a new

statAement of the ustralian Delegation complicated the matter

further. Therefore, it seems to me that the solution is either

onacept the text proposed by the Committee, which does not give

complete satisfaction to some Delegations but nevertheless seems

to be acceptable to most of the Delegations: or, on the other

hand, fgor the Deleations concerned to meet again, let us say,

tomorrow morning , come to an agreement on a text which would be

accept le by the Committee, and then mat that tin we should be

rady to listen to 'heir new explanationsc wpeiteh a metagoodwill.
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CHAIRMAN: I quite agree with the Delegate of Chile that

too much time has already been occupied by the discussion on this

question, but I fear it would not be practical to defer this

matter until tomorrow, because some of the principal actors to

whom he has referred wish to leave Geneva, and therefore, it is

desirable, if it is at all possible, to reach agreement tonight.

I believe we are approaching agreement. The Delegate of France

has made a very constructive suggestion, in suggesting the

addition of the word "specific" before "commitments". I would

like to ask the Delegate of Australia briefly to inform us if that

would be acceptable to him and if he could then accept the text as

given in Document P/215.

The Delegate of Australia.

Mr. E. McCARTHY (Australia): Mr. Chairman, before answering

that, if I could just contribute one more turn to the performance,

I would like to say that I do suggest that the main point that I

made has not been answered, and I would put it thiis way:-

This Agreement which we have before us commits us to do

certain things to our trade. it requires that we undertake

various obligations in regard to the trade between our various

countries. Then we wind up by saying: "The contracting parties
have mad no commitments ... " (we have made all sorts of commit-

ments amongst ourselves, but we have made no commitments..)

"......in respect of trade of and with the areas under military

Occupation". Now I say that is not the meaning that. is intended,
but that is the meaning that can be read into it. Now, am I

right or wrong on that point?

CHAIRMAN: Before asking the other side of the House to

reply to the question just asked by Mr. McCarthy, I would ask them

36
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at the same time to reply to a question which I wish to put to

thm. 1old gthey be aLteable, n.ow that M, oyer hads proposeW

the addition of tphe wc"ord "secif before thome word "'cmitments"
to accept theuggswording seted bya thefADelegte o ustralia:

that is "ion respaect cf its ppliability to trade between the

territories of the gpacontraactinrties nd the areas under military

occupation."

HAMr. R.J. SCKLE (gdUnited Kinom) Mr. Chairman, it seems

':~ohat vwemugst recom, nee a inaar f fact which there is no

cttingfamway io.- that ounsome ctriees conc ned inmathis bter

e nepaot praed at sthis oage teo ent; ipnto secific commitments,

and have , in fact, noet don so. Therfore, it would be a simple

setatemnt of fact if we made the first sentencae; red,. as M Royer

haps roised, "The.contragctinEparties have made no specific

commitments". It is no use tgryin to find am for of words

which evades that issue.e Thse countries are notp prdeare to make

Commitments and we had erbett, therefore, keep that sentensce a

it standsf. I we were to introduce "specific" into thee othr

version, so that it would read "The contracting parties haave mde

o'specific commit ents in the eGen aAgl -,eement on Tariffs in

respect of its apcpliiablity ...."... thatmsi/lplyeaves a sort

of ambiguous statement. It leaves it unclear whethpert ariacuIr
countries have or have not committed themselves asg reards the

generalplalicability ofeAth greementndi, at seems to me that

thiat st, aay rate,annbseuuitriry. the first sentence

of thex tet in Document2T/15, with the addition of the word

~crCfc"' wll at once mn±a a clear statpee-n of incevtapbl fact
at the same time, will not prejudge the position as regards

the applicability of the Nullification and Impairment Clause.
So I would suggest very strongly that we adopt the first sentence

with the addition of the word "specific".



CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of Australia.

Mr. McCARTHY (Australia): I would like an answer to my question,
Mr. Chairman, whether this means that the trade with the occupied

areas is free. If so, is that the intention?

Mr. EVANS (United States): Mr. Chairman, I should have thought
it is very clearly our intention, so far as the United States

Delegation' s proposal is concerned. We have not undertaken any

commitments; nothing in the document commits the Occupying Authorities

with respect to their trade with the occupied areas, nor does it

commitany othersignatory with regard to its trade with those areas.

I think it is equally true that we have undertaken no such

commitment : neither has Australia or any other country undertaken

a commitment here to extend Most-Favoured-Nation treatment to the

Occupied Areas. In other words, the answer to Mr. McCarthy's

question so far as weare concerned, is "Yes".

I think, however Ishouldqualify that by saying it does not

mean we have decided here at Geneva that we will not, in fact, in

the future apply these provisions to those areas . It is not an

attempt to prejudge whatever decision may be taken at Havana with

regard to the applicability of the provisions of the Charter to

those areas. What it means is that, so far as this Agreement is

Concerned, there is no commitment.

Mr. McCARTHY (Australia): Mr. Chairman, if it is the view

of theCommittee - and I judge this from the statement which Mr.

Evans hasjust made - thatpending consideration of the applicability,

the trade between these areas is quite free of any retriction of

any sort, I think we would just have to report to our Government.

That is all we could do, because their view is that no decision should
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t

be taen one way or the othe-, tot the present position is hat the

fakct that no decision has been taen to apply it means that it does

not apply.

E/C/T .L TV/ 2 8S
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My understanding, when I attended the meeting the sub-

committee yesterday morning , and during. the discussion this

afternoon, was that the intention of the Committee was to decide
that it would not deal with it. When I say it has dealt with it,
in effect, by saying that it will n t apply, it has not decided
that it does apply. Therefore, in effect, it does not apply.

CHAIRMAN: May we then accept provisionally the text as given
in Document T/215, with the addition of the word "specific" before
"commitments", as proposed by M. Royer? Perhaps the Delegations
which are concerned in this matter would then ondeavour toobtain
the concurrence of their Governments to this clause and, if they
do so, inform the Secretariat.

If their Governments Cannot agree, I suggest there should be
another informal discussion between the Delegations concerned,
after which we could hold a meeting of this Committeeto consider
the matter. It would be understood, of course, that, any such
meeting would have to without the ofVerbatimReportersir. z-

it

ht

-svz u vuUd,.vrLmJW

or Interpretrs.

-. E\JUr)itLa t:tCs MeChafhimightrmen, I oncd.r it'
ust, whilingt accept,C t deceiDsligaon, swhen thu deoX ido

report thisnmnts,to theirofGnts, in case anyghtdoubt they mi

baraeien mind a stpmnt which I nbelieve tht Urted States
Dmaele2tnnh-es deandbre bofor :s]ch I shall bea; very glud t
repeat: thateit is toh ifntentinno tlheaUisted sSudtte tro ty
the matter and, at ethe osearleist psieble dateo, ntr int an

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.

eagrtoeement with otohr Mcbers with ras ) t applic5ati:)n
all or a much ) thtieneAgreemanla t)retss possible to the

Oupii Ar s.a t is possi~lc ta:thatmicy maka decision f'or
the acceptanc eaDIiios Nooamtofe a little 0:.xr .fstie other
c ntries invlvcd

-. '; '

E/C/T/TI./'./8
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CHIL.N: that aregrecd?

M' JOHNJEN (New ZendalaMr: ;. Chairman, there is just one

small amendment needeod te th text. I thinke th title of the

eAm<ncnt is e"Goaerog eA.ecmct on Tarfif' and Trade."T

CHIANRD2 Ye., ethEwords Tand Trade" should be added after

ariffs.*

On Pgae30 of Docuemnt T/215 you will find, under "Scheduels"

note to the effect that the Schedules oD Tariff Rates would

follow at this point. Are there any comments on this note?

(Agreed) .

There is one more point which we have to clear up; that

pertains to the decision to include Article I in Paragraph 2(.a)

ofArticle XXIX, which ha.s the effect that Article I of the

Agreement shall also be suspended and superseded by the corresponding
provision ef tho Charter. ohe CDmmitte, willlleca11 that we only

a6eod a tis provisionally at eon of oure mEegtnas aswt vee and

tsintwa nece~asry ot)confirm this definitively.
the time, the Delegat- of Australia said some Deleg0tions

would have to have time to consult with their Governments. I will

now ask the Delegate of Australia, or any other Delegates, whether

they are now in a position to give an answer regarding the decision

whether or not to include this paragraph of Article I in Article

(To the Delegate of Australia): I take it you are now in a

-position to give a definitive decision.

Mr. McCARTHY (Australia.): Our position is that we advised

Australia about the change in paragraph 2 and I think we are in a

position to agree, but we would just like to get it confirmed,

because it means we have now to tell them about the change in the

proposal. I think we could agree subject to confirmation.

/- ar /p
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CHAIRMAN: Are, there any other comments?

I therefore, take it the Committee is in accord with this

decision which we made provisionally last week and, subject to

confirmation by the Australian Delegate, we can confirm that

decision.

We have come to the end of our work for the time being.

The Committe, however, is not to be dissolved; it will be kept in

being subject to the call of the Chair. The reason for this is

that there may be matters arising which may require a decision of

the Committee; therefore it is just as well it should be kept, in

suspense.

The only matters which are likely to arise would be, perhaps,

confirmation of this Final Note regarding Germany, Japan and Korea,

or matters pertaining to the procedure for giving,effect to the

signature of the Final Act.

The Tariff Negotiations Working Party will be meeting from

time to time in connection with their responsibility for having

a general review of the tariff negotiations, and there may be

certain recommendations of the Tariff Negotiations Working Party

which will require confirmation by this wider body. This will

not, however, necessitate Delegations keeping top-level represent-

atives here for that purpose, because I do not think many

questions of importance are likely to arise in that connection or

matters which could not be referred home, for decision and

confirmation by the Committee afterwards.

I wish also to add that the Secretariat will prepare the

clean texts of the General Agreement, together with the Annexes,

both in English and in French, and also the clean texts of the

Final Act and the Protocol of Provisional Application in bilingual

form It is hoped to have these available by Friday morning next

7
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and Delegations will be asked to submit any comments which they
may haveregarding the text to the Secretariat before Monday

morning, because the Legal Drafting Committee ismeetingagain
on Monday t have a final review of the texts and. clean upany

inaccuracies which may have escaped our notice, so that we may

have a complete text some time.next week.

I should also like to mention that it is not possible for us

to keep any longer in Geneva our very efficient andhard-working
Verbatim Reporters and Interpreters, who have served us so well

up to now; their services are badly needed elsewhereand they

will bedeparting for New York tomorrow. Therefore., if any

further meetings ofthis Committeeare held, we shall have to

improvise some arrangements for transacting our business in the

two working languages. ,

Dclo-e f ute.r

Mrman.adSEollowRGIO I. CL .;b. ): r. Ce irin n-lW

dDloeETt, I wisho t2D -y maafLow r:1s Jthnks to Mur Cair,,sn,

ffMreWZand.m1ess, for the c:.. n 2sprtiain
wdhichdhe hs oc ion:u-e. t. -dissi .nsiv vey ".ifcult
mateters th w*havc ealt awith Agieemn ethis Te.fef _r; Committec.

Thsrouns)t the SeGso). of eeMthiis gCorsmittocWilcrs has

dennstrceer once morc is qualaditiesp of' es-shei4 hich havo

aelrdeeaeddy ben .vainoucoby ehis oieUeoetha- iconfeECcC .tcitit.
am sure W; lpprel ofeus aecatc.is spairiet ofndfALnscs r,

juesogtice an ri)eize thaget h1eipos lbaer foy rs.si: £ the success
ofss oonsur*e;ecu hcr.

Wlweeenhop haveeged o_wow Pivilc tD vwork with him will always
orembc' oleMhe WiigesLItantp :ledi.orilshs olay. swel to

sbrinn:our SG porsto conalshan.-p Loud 'u!( e.aU:5 usL)

',
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CHAIRMAN: I wish to thank the Members of the Committee,

and in particular Mr. Clark for his very kind words. If there

has been any success attained by this Committee it is, in my

view, entirely due to the Membersof the Committee, and I think

we can all congratulate ourselves on the work we have

accomplished.

There to There is one particular banchof the; Org'anization, however,

to whom I think a specialg measure of ratitude is due. I wish

to refer to ouwr very haerd-orking. Scoretemaries. N Mber of the

Committee, awaI thaink. is re, s I am awaare; of the hrd work

they have put in. They have worked at nightsa and on Sundys

and have aalways been ble to present us with documents in time,

d, in othaeer words, h Gcarried out the work connected with the

Conference in ana efaficiaenet nd dmirbl manner.

I etahinek we ow o ggrat debt f ratitude to Mr. Lacarte and

Mr. Ritchie for the herd work they have put in on our behalf.

(Arplause).

T; eeteinag of Negths rff &Wcikatgions V:'inParty will

etake lacFnow in Room 218.

The Meting is adjourned.

(T Meeting rose at a.m5.30 ;;.

-; ' :'
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